
CHECK-IN

ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE, NUMBER OF GUESTS, SPECIALS 

Group / Contact person 

Phone  

eMail 

Arrival:    Arrival time in Faro / Lisbon at:  am/pm

  Travelling by car

Please note that the Boavista is not available before 13.00 pm on the day of arrival.  
We recommend to leave your luggage at the house on arrival and to do a first sightseeing tour 
around Lagos till 13.00 pm.

Departure:  at  am/pm

  Departure by car

The rooms must be vacated on the day of departure at 10.00 am. Please refrain from asking  

Antonia to make an exception, as the final cleaning of the house must be finished completely by 

13.00 pm for the arrival of the new guests!

We are arriving with a total of  persons:  adults  children

(We were informed that the lounche of the Vila Boavista is limited to a maximum of 14-16 persons!)

In contrast to the flat rate for complete bookings* (14 persons)  additional guests are coming.

The costs of 20 € for every additional person and night, 

that is a total amount of   € for the above mentioned holiday.

 will be settled with Antonia on arrival.  is already paid.

Is there a birthday or anniversary during your holidays?     

 yes  no Date:  Date: 

Name:  Name: 

Occasion:  Occasion: 

Deposit 

We take a deposit of 300 €, which is collected by Antonia on the day of arrival against receipt and paid 
back on the day of departure after a final inspection. The deposit covers all the things that got broken or 
damaged. This applies to the complete interior equipment of the house. The deposit must also be used 
for additional staff, in case the house is soiled beyond the usual. Or when larger accumulations of waste 
have to be disposed of. The usual rule that the rental property is to be left in a broom clean condition 
applies here.

The accomodation is limited to 20 persons! A higher number of guests would be an over-occupancy and is subject to our explicit 
permission!

* The daily fee defines the minimum rent for a complete booking. An exclusive rent of the estate below this minimum fee is not  
possible. Regarding the calculation of rent and running costs the daily fee is based on a maximum of 14 persons no matter if  
children or adults. Should the group exceed 14 persons we charge a fee of 20 €, per person and night, child or adult.
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